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Abstract
Blue carbon is carbon captured and stored within bodies of water and their ecosystems.
Blue carbon stocks are very important due to their ability to store carbon away from the
atmosphere. The destruction of these stocks can accelerate climate change. In particular, we wish
to assess blue carbon stock within the Chesapeake Bay. Previous studies have only used
geographical features to predict blue carbon stock levels. The big picture question this thesis was
meant to answer is: What is the best approach for building a statistical model that factors in both
spatial parameters and geographical features to predict blue carbon stocks across the Chesapeake
Bay? A previously acquired data set from 1990 on soil core organic matter can be used as a pilot
study for this purpose. This thesis employs a spatially explicit statistical model to predict organic
matter in conjunction with geographical features. This quantitative approach had not been widely
used for blue carbon stock studies and is shown in this thesis to be a promising approach towards
a comprehensive representation of blue carbon stock systems.
Keywords: Blue carbon, Chesapeake Bay, organic matter, Bayesian inference, spatial
dependence, Markov chain Monte Carlo
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Within a study by Edmonds et al. (1990) from the Virginia Agricultural Experiment
Station, organic matter distribution was observed across different vegetative communities.
Across four different soil layer ranges, the soils in the Big Cordgrass Community (BCG) and the
Freshwater Mixed Community (FWM) had significantly more organic matter at a significance
level of five percent when compared to the soils of the Black Needlerush Community (BNR) and
the Brackish Water Mixed Community (BWM). Furthermore, the study stated that the BCG and
the FWM communities were made of about fifty percent Histosols, or soil that is dominantly
organic. The other two communities, BWM and BNR were considered to be around 75% mineral
soil. The results from this study are based on simple hypothesis tests that solely compare whether
organic matter differs significantly across the different vegetative communities.
The goal of this thesis is to take this idea a step further. Spatial features will be
incorporated with organic matter in a statistical model to find a collective relationship. This
thesis aims to answer the big picture question: What is the best approach for building a statistical
model that factors in both spatial parameters and geographical features to predict blue carbon
stocks across the Chesapeake Bay? A unified model opens the ability to make predictions of
organic matter given different spatial features, identify spatial dependence that is not readily
observable, and provide rigorous uncertainty bounds for model parameters and predicted values.
The resulting modeling approach from this thesis will be adapted to examine the new soil core
data from the USDA project currently in progress. The project is funded via USDA-NRCSNHQ-SOIL-20-NOFO0001003, 2020 Soil Science Collaborative Research Proposals. In
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particular, the main objective of this project is to assess the blue carbon stock within the
Chesapeake Bay. Blue carbon is carbon captured and stored within bodies of water and their
ecosystems. Blue carbon stocks are very important due to their ability to store carbon away from
the atmosphere. If a blue carbon stock is destroyed, the carbon stored is released directly into the
atmosphere, which leads to another contributor to climate change and greenhouse emissions. The
current USDA project is analyzing the soil directly for carbon content. Both the quantitative
approach and the findings of this thesis are relevant since organic matter measurements serve as
a proxy for carbon content.

Figure 1: Soil samples being collected from the ongoing
USDA project at Virginia Institute of Marine Science (Photo by Christian Longo)
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1.2 Literature Review
Spatially explicit statistical models allow the modeler to incorporate inherent influence
between neighboring sites that would not be captured by measurable variables. For example,
while two sites may possess similar organic matter values because of similar habitat features that
are measurable, two nearby sites may be inherently similar even after adjusting for all
measurable features, through residual spatial autocorrelation. Thus, instead of independent and
identically distributed (iid) noise for the regression model, this thesis allows the regression
residuals to have spatial dependence. These types of regression residuals are known as spatial
random effects. The use of intrinsic conditional auto-regressive (ICAR) spatial models in a
Bayesian modeling framework has been applied in various papers that revolve around similarly
structured data sets like the one given in this thesis (see Data Sets in the Appendix). ICAR
dependence represents nearest-neighbor influence, i.e., only adjacent spatial locations are
correlated. In Chiu et al. (2013), ICAR models were used for the spatial random effects for
modeling a relationship between two different soil moisture products and two covariates to aid in
blending soil moisture product values, while also providing uncertainty estimates. In Hyman et
al. (2022), the incorporation of a true conditional auto-regressive (CAR) model was employed in
the spatiotemporal modeling of nursery habitats. Hyman’s data had the right balance between
data point density and the number of data points. True CAR requires such point density. While
CAR removes the need for the sum-to-zero constraint that ICAR spatial random effects require,
this thesis uses ICAR because the data set considered was small, having only twenty-three sites.
The sum-to-zero constraint centers the pairwise differences of the spatial components of ICAR
models. ICAR is the simplest spatial dependence structure that is usually adequate for moderate
sample sizes such as the one in this thesis.
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Figure 2: Visual representation of the components of a Bayesian model statement. ICAR for this thesis is within
the Spatial Element, which, when combined with the Residual, becomes the Random Component. The Mean
Structure contains the predictor parameters of geographical features.

Morris et al. (2019) use ICAR models along with Stan (Stan Development Team, 2022)
and R (R Core Team, 2022) computer code to produce a Stan implementation with a data set on
lip cancer. Stan is a Bayesian inference software that generates Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) samples from the posterior distribution, and Stan can be used with R, which is a
statistical programming language. The paper by Morris et al. (2019) introduced me to the
mungeCARdata4stan function (see section 3.4) that was modified to fit the model of this
thesis. The readily available Stan and R code in Morris et al. (2019) framed a perfect starting
point for the Bayesian spatial model building in this thesis.
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Methodology
2.1 Data collection
The study is described in detail in Edmonds et al. (1990). To summarize, thirty-eight tidal
marshes within 36o – 39o latitude and 75o – 78o longitude across the Chesapeake Bay were
randomly selected for soil core sampling. A single sample was taken from a singular spot in each
tidal marsh. A large skinny tube was injected into the soil of the bay to gather an instant and deep
sample of many different soil levels at once. The most recent time point of surface exposure for
the soil at the top of the core versus the soil at the bottom of the core is easily separated by many
years due to the rates of erosion and the depth differences. Cores were typically over forty inches
deep. After all the cores were collected, the core was cut into two halves using an electric cutting
tool followed by a metal wire for flattening the newly exposed middle surfaces. The cores were
laid on the ground with the flat middle surface facing upward and samples were analyzed. Each
core was split into three sections based on depth: zero to thirteen, thirteen to twenty-six inches,
and twenty-six to forty inches. Each section had its organic matter level gathered and averaged
over each inch.

Figure 3: A general image of a soil core inserted into the soil. Source: https://marvel-b1cdn.bc0a.com/f00000000216661/geoprobe.com/sites/default/files/thumbnails/mc7a.jpg
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Organic matter is the value in grams of organic matter per one thousand grams of soil
sample. Of the thirty-eight tidal marshes, only twenty-three tidal marshes corresponding to
brackish water sites had latitude and longitude values readily retrievable from the Virginia
Agricultural Experiment Station data set in Edmonds et al. (1990). The remaining fifteen sites
that lack precise location records are unable to be included in spatial models. Site identification
numbers of the thirty-eight sites were reorganized to number the twenty-three sites with location
records. The sites also had other variables recorded that were not the focus of modeling: soil
category, soil type, vegetation type, and salinity levels. In the preliminary analyses of this data
set conducted by Kate Davis (a fellow student member in Professor Chiu’s Lab), these variables
were identified to lack statistical power for predicting organic matter.
2.2 Data
The data set utilized for this thesis was adapted from Edmonds et al. (1990). The thirtyeight brackish water sites from the paper and their corresponding data values were taken. The
data is available in its entirety in the appendix of this thesis. The data from Edmonds et al. (1990)
is used for model building and provided a possibly useful structure for the main project that is
currently in progress, under the grant USDA-NRCS-NHQ-SOIL-20-NOFO0001003, 2020 Soil
Science Collaborative Research Proposals.
Kate Davis devised a specific definition for sites that were neighbors. Davis used a value
for a radius threshold of 24,000 meters to determine whether the two sites were neighbors, or
adjacent. A circle with this radius value was produced around each site to determine if neighbors
existed. If sites’ circles overlapped, they were considered neighbors. Davis’ work in determining
the choice for the value of radius was due to some general assumption of what proportion of sites
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should be neighbors. I understand different radius values can change what is deemed a neighbor.
The reason why this exact radius is preferred is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Figure 4: Map of 24,000 meter radius circles over all twenty-three sites to declare
neighbors, produced by Kate Davis

2.3 Education attained prior to building my models for organic matter
In the summer of 2021, two courses were taken not-for-credit to introduce Bayesian
modeling. Before the summer of 2021, all statistical courses and work done were from a
frequentist perspective. Two courses titled, Beginner Bayesian Modeling and Bayesian SpaceTime Models, taught by Professor Grace Chiu, stand as the first instance in my education of the
basis for Bayesian modeling and inference via MCMC sampling from the posterior distribution.
After completion of both courses, the rest of the summer was dedicated to creating a simple
temporal autoregressive model, AR(1), using Stan and R files in conjunction. An AR(1) model is
an autoregressive framework that bases the current value of a data set on the preceding value, in
other words, adjacent time dependence. MCMC posterior-prior density plots (e.g., Figure 5) and
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trace plots (e.g., Figure 6) were created for the first time. The next step in foundation building
utilized Morris et al. (2019) and the Scotland lip cancer example to create trace plots and
posterior-prior density plots for a data set with covariates. The model framework was then
adjusted to fit the organic matter data set and create a similar set of output plots. The number of
posterior MCMC samples was also able to be increased due to the learning of the highperformance computing (HPC) system through William & Mary Research Computing. From
here onward, the practice ended and the work towards usable models for the organic matter study
began.

Figure 5: An example MCMC posterior-prior density plot of a parameter Mu
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Figure 6: An example trace plot of a parameter Phi_extended

3 Pilot Study
Below are the descriptions of the model building and implementation. All code described
is available in the appendix of this thesis in the section titled “Code”. All prior distributions are
given in the Code section. All posterior density plots are in the appendix.
3.1 Inundation: Three Levels vs Two Levels
The data gathered from the organic matter cores contain a variable titled Inundation
Level, the relative frequency of inundation based on vegetation type. Inundation is the degree the
soil is underwater by measurement of the height of water above the soil when no flooding is
taking place. The variable was recorded as three different categorical titles: Low, Medium, and
High. From Davis’ data visualizations, she concluded that the results from the Low and Medium
levels of Inundation do not have a large amount of variance. She concluded that the high
inundation corresponded to lower OM, or grams of organic matter per one thousand grams of the
soil sample, values at all depths, and no noticeable difference between low and mid inundation
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was found when considering OM concentration with inundation level, jointly. For me to further
support this claim with statistical rigor, two simple models were run with Inundation having
either three categories or two categories. In the two-category model, sites with low and medium
levels of inundation were given the new name of “not_high”; therefore, creating only two levels
for inundation instead of the previous three.
yis | μi, σ ~ N (μi , σ2)

The model statement above was used for both the two-level and three-level inundation
models with Inundation Level as the only predictor of the logarithm of organic matter. The y
variable is the logarithm of organic matter. The μi parameter is the mean of the logarithm of
organic matter. The subscript, s, corresponds to the site label of the soil, ranging from 1 to 23.
The value of i in each model ranged from one to the number of inundation levels included: two
or three. The results of the three-level model must be observed before considering the results of
the two-level model. The three-level model ran for nine thousand MCMC samples with the first
one thousand set as the warmup. A warmup is a set number of MCMC samples produced but
discarded before the model begins storing results. The main form of output viewed for this model
was the posterior density plot of all three μi parameters (one for each inundation level) on top of
each other. Figure 10 shows the curves for low and medium inundations practically identical to
one another, while the curve for high inundation was markedly different from the pair. In other
words, the model does not provide distinct results between medium and low inundation for the
two groups of levels to be treated as different from one another. The low and medium inundation
levels are combined into one grouping: “not_high” inundation. The two-level inundation set-up
is the primary approach to model building from now on. The two-level inundation model will be
adjusted to incorporate other currently omitted parameters to enhance the predictability of the
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response variable. For instance, the spatial aspect of the model and the soil depth variable are not
yet considered at this point. Overall, the conclusion of low inundation and medium inundation
not being different enough to keep separate that Davis drew from her preliminary work was
supported concretely by the posterior-prior density plot (Figure 10) produced for μi through the
presentation of overlapping curves from the MCMC sampling.
3.2 Non-Interaction Spatial Model Building
Inundation Level (not_high or high) is a two-level categorical variable corresponding to
the relative frequency of inundation based on the soil sample’s vegetation type. Soil Depth is a
numerical variable corresponding to the depth in inches at which the soil samples were gathered.
The covariance model used an Intrinsic Conditional Autoregressive (ICAR) spatial dependence,
or nearest-neighbor influence, i.e., only adjacent spatial locations are correlated. The logarithm
of the organic matter (OM, in g/kg soil) stands as the response variable yijs in the model. More
specifically, yijs is equal to log(OM) of each soil sample from the j-th depth range at site s, at a
specific inundation level i. The predictor xj in the model is roughly the median depth of the j-th
depth range. For example, for the most superficial soil depth range of 0 – 13 inches, the depth
value is set at 6 inches for all 23 sites. Thus, j is set to a value of 1 and x1 = 6 is used as the
median depth of the first depth range. Similarly, x2 = 19 for the depth range of 13 – 26 inches,
and x3 = 33 for the depth range of 26 – 40 inches. The parameter μij corresponds to the mean of
log(OM) for a soil sample from the j-th depth range at an inundation level, i. The parameter αi
represents the effect of the i-th inundation level. The parameter α2 is used due to the model
having two inundation levels. In particular, αi, is incorporated as an offset term in the model to
address the effect of inundation level on the global intercept, β0, of the relationship between
log(OM), yijs, and depth, xj. The slope of this relationship is measured through β1. The beta
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parameter vector, β, is the conjunction of the declared beta and alpha parameters: (β0, β1, α2)’.
The parameter σϕ is used to represent the standard deviation of the ICAR spatial noise, ϕs. The
parameter ϕs represents the random effect of spatial location, s, on the relationship between
log(OM), inundation, and depth. For an ICAR covariance model, the collection of spatial random
effects, {ϕ1, ϕ2 ,…, ϕ23 } must be given a sum-to-zero constraint (Chiu et al., 2013). The sum-tozero constraint centers the pairwise differences of the various ϕs parameters. Finally, the
parameter σ represents the standard deviation of non-spatial noise, i.e., the overall model
residual. The model statement is shown below. The model was coded in a Stan file within R.
yijs | β, ϕs, σ ~ N (μij + ϕs, σ2)
μij = β0 + αi + (β1*xj)
{ϕs} | σϕ ~ ICAR (variance = σϕ2)

The model statement stands as yijs following a normal distribution with mean μij + ϕs.
Phi_extended, denoted previously as ϕs, is a “helper parameter” of the model, used only in
the computer code. Phi_extended is not used in the model but is used to adjust which ϕs are
used in the code. Phi_extended is a modified version of ϕs. A ϕs value exists for each of the
twenty-three site identification values. Phi_extended is utilized to adjust the site
identification to the value within the data files. In the text files that contain the appropriate data
for this model, each site has three corresponding values of organic matter, one for each depth
level. Phi_extended transforms the ϕs parameters to correspond to every third value of
Phi_extended. The only exception is for site identification number eleven due to this site
having data at only two different depth levels. The k variable used in every R and Stan code file
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is a vector that holds the row values for the appropriate locations for the six-inch depth level in
the text files, which is every third row.
3.3 Interaction Spatial Model Building
The previous non-interaction model produced intuitive results under the assumption that
inundation levels hold equal importance at any depth level. From the finding of Davis’
preliminary work, it is shown that the inundation predictor is the most significant at the top
depth, the closest to the surface. Davis’ conclusion provided the framework for an updated
model. My next model will incorporate an interaction term between inundation level and depth.
The interaction parameter is the new fourth element of β, which previously only included β0, β1,
and α2. The interaction parameter, δ2, now becomes a part of the β vector. The parameter δ1,
similarly to α1, is set to zero, for it is a dummy parameter definition. The parameter δ2 is used for
this model due to having two inundation levels. The model statement adds δ2 to β1, so that β1 +
δ2 is equivalent to the slope at inundation level high. To reiterate from earlier, β0 is the intercept
for inundation level not_high, β1 is the slope at inundation level not_high, and β0 + α2 equates to
the intercept for inundation level high. The general model statement is given below. The new δi
parameter has been incorporated.
yijs | β, ϕs, σ ~ N (μij + ϕs, σ2)
μij = (β0 + αi) + (β1 + δi)* xj
{ϕs} | σϕ ~ ICAR (variance= σϕ2)
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3.4 MungeCARdata4stan function explanation
My implementation of an ICAR model in Stan was first designed with the aid of Morris
et al. (2019). A helper function, titled mungeCARdata4Stan was obtained from
https://github.com/Stan-dev/example-models/blob/master/knitr/car-iarpoisson/mungeCARdata4Stan.R and used here. A variable, J, was created that represents the
number of sites, and another variable, J_edges, that represents the number of neighbors each
site has. A neighbor is any other site that shares a border with a set site, otherwise titled an
adjacent site. Two vectors that are the same size and contain only integers were created: node1
and node2. The nodes, i.e., sites, are incorporated to facilitate the concept of an adjacency
matrix in list format, which is efficient for Stan models in R. To implement new data to fit the
structure of the mungeCARdata4Stan function, three vectors were made. The first vector,
adj, is a list of neighbors for each site. For instance, the first few inputs of the vector are every
site identification number for site one, which is followed by the neighbor site identification
numbers for site two, and so forth, until all twenty-three sites have been included. The second
vector, weights, is a list comprised of the number 1 that is the same length as adj in order to
state that each neighbor is of equal value. In an ICAR model, a site cannot be more or less of a
neighbor, i.e., a neighbor is categorical. The final vector, num, is a vector of twenty-three values
where each value is the total number of neighbors each site has. For example, since in the adj
vector, the first four elements are all neighbors of site one, the first value in num is four. The
operation set here is followed for all twenty-three sites. The three vectors are inputted into the
mungeCARdata4Stan function. The output of the function is utilized along with node1,
node2, J, and J_edges to create a basic framework for spatial ICAR Stan models in R. The
ϕ parameter discussed in Morris et al. (2019) that is used to represent the spatial component of
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the Stan models is modeled through pairwise differences between the two nodes. Specifically,
the transformation of the spatial effects vector, ϕ, was computed using the dot product of the
pairwise node differences. The likelihood function is coded in Stan, represented by target+=
in the code, with respect to the transformed ϕ vector as having an ICAR spatial dependence. The
function was first used for practice through an example problem using a data set on Scotland Lip
Cancer supplied by Morris et al. (2019).
3.5 MODEL.MATRIX
Model matrices, or design matrices, were used for the x variable in each model. The Stan
model rewritten as a linear model using the lm function in R is used for creating model
matrices. The function model.matrix in R is applied to the stored lm model to create the
matrix. Each row of the matrix represents a depth at a site. The first column corresponds to a set
intercept value of one for every single site to establish each row at the same starting place. Each
addition column in the model matrix corresponds to a new parameter added into the linear
model. For instance, the inundation level is in the model matrix as a dummy parameter where
not_high inundation is given a value of one and high inundation is given a value of zero.
Interaction terms in the linear models are calculated in the model matrix by multiplying the
model matrix values under the columns that correspond to the interacting parameters. When the
inundation level is given a dummy parameter value of zero, any interaction term involving
inundation level for that row of the model matrix will be zero.
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4 Results
For every Stan model I have constructed, the model must be run using the William &
Mary high-performance computer (HPC) for a large number of MCMC samples to reach
convergence. Each model is run for three MCMC chains, i.e., the model is run three times
concurrently, until convergence between the MCMC samples. Chains will have converged if
there is a small enough variance between samples and when viewed in a trace plot, will lay on
top of one another (e.g., Figure 6). A model is more realistic if the same algorithm converges at a
fast rate, which quantifiably refers to having a small warmup. For example, a model run for one
thousand samples with a warmup of one hundred samples will save results for samples one
hundred one to one thousand for a total of nine hundred samples produced. Another way to
modify sample production is the concept of thinning. Thinning requires a numerical input value.
If the value for thinning was ten, for every ten samples produced, only the tenth sample produced
would be saved and used for posterior inference. Thinning allows models to run for a large
number of MCMC samples while maintaining the inclusion of subsamples from all over the
sample pool. If one wants five thousand samples but is unsure where the model will converge,
the modeler can set a thin value of one hundred and run a model for one million samples with a
warmup of five hundred thousand. A result of five thousand samples that have been pulled
evenly from throughout the five hundred thousand post-warmup sample pool is saved. Thus, for
five hundred thousand post-warmup samples, every one-hundredth sample is saved, equating to
five thousand saved samples.
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4.1 Non-Interaction model
The model was run on the HPC with three chains for one million samples. The first one
hundred thousand samples are the warmup, and the model is thinned by a value of forty-five to
gather twenty thousand samples per chain, leading to sixty thousand total samples. Twenty
thousand was the target number for every model run that utilize spatial parameters. To clarify,
this first model generated a posterior sample of sixty thousand MCMC draws, twenty thousand
from each of the three chains. To check for convergence of the chains, multiple steps must be
taken. The first step that must occur is to view the trace plots for the following parameters: all
three beta elements, sigma, sigma_phi, and all twenty-three sites’ Phi_extended. The
trace plots in Figures 11 and 13 show the sampled values of each parameter from each chain
placed on a single graph. Figure 7 shows an example trace plot. The ideal trace plot has all three
samples coincide with one another aside from random noise. By coloring each chain a different
color, this idea of convergence can be reviewed. By eye, the three chains mixed well on each
trace plot due to no colored chain representation looking offset from the rest of the chains. No
trace plot shows the chains failing to overlap across the entire sample pool. Overlapping trace
plot is great evidence to move onto the next level of convergence checking.

Figure 7: An example trace plot of the parameter Phi_extended from the interaction model
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To further support the concept of convergence, or the chains “mixing well”, is viewed
through a value known as R.hat produced as part of the Stan output. R.hat is the GelmanRubin convergence statistic that produces a value based on both between-sample variance and
within-sample variance. The ideal value for R.hat is one, which indicates no variance between
separate chains. The goal of a model with multiple chains is to produce R.hat as close to one as
possible. Before viewing the model’s R.hat values, the posterior-prior density graphs of each
predicted parameter should be inspected. Each parameter in the model has a corresponding prior
distribution given to it as part of the Bayesian framework. The goal of a posterior-prior density
plot is to show how new information in the form of data is making prior uncertain quantities less
uncertain. A prior is a general distribution given to a parameter, reflecting the modeler’s
understanding of the parameter value before data collection. If this understanding is minimal, the
specified prior should be diffuse, or widespread. The distribution of the same parameter after the
MCMC posterior sampling has been done is plotted on top of the prior distribution. The posterior
plot should be an updated understanding of the parameter value for it has incorporated both the
initial prior distribution and the information gathered from acquired data through Bayesian
modeling.
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Figure 8: An example posterior-prior plot for a parameter Beta 2

If the acquired data and the model are informative, then the two distributions should be
very different, and the posterior is useful for conclusion drawing. For Bayesian statisticians, if
the data set is large, wide priors are often utilized to prevent the prior from controlling the
posterior too greatly. If the data set is small, one must rely on the prior if the parameters are
relatively well understood to produce useful posterior distributions. If all parameters have a
posterior distribution that improves on the prior distribution, the priors are deemed not too
influential, and the model is producing meaningful results. Density plots in R were produced for
the posterior and the prior distributions for and the beta parameters (three for the noninteraction
model and four for the interaction model), the sigma parameter, and the sigma_phi
parameter (see Figure 12). Due to all parameters showing intuitive density plots, the R.hat
values were then inspected. The parameter that is most likely to show R.hat values away from
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one is Phi_extended. This parameter is the spatial component of the model. When viewing
all parameters’ R.hat values, Phi_extended was always the largest. Due to this,
Phi_extended R.hat values are to be scrutinized more closely. The R.hat values for
Phi_extended of all twenty-three sites are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1: R.hat values for each Phi_extended parameter of the non-interaction model
Due to the R.hat values consistently being smaller than 1.01, it is concluded that
convergence has been reached. The MCMC chains have properly mixed, and the variance
between chains has become small enough for the MCMC samples to become useful for posterior
inference.
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4.2 Interaction Model
The second type of model under consideration takes the first model statement and adds an
interaction term between depth and inundation level. In other words, a new beta parameter is
added to the model. The interaction model was run on the HPC for three chains, each for six
hundred thousand samples with a warmup of three hundred thousand. A thinning value of fifteen
was used to create three chains of twenty thousand samples for a total of sixty thousand MCMC
samples. The model run approach is identical to the first model run approach of the noninteraction model. After the MCMC sampling finished, trace plots for the following parameters
were created and observed: all four beta elements, sigma, sigma_phi, and all twenty-three
sites’ Phi_extended. Each chain for each trace plot must overlap to emphasize the model
having converged. A quantitative answer for the question of convergence is not properly found
until R.hat values are observed. By eye, the trace plot for all selected parameters shows
overlapping of the three chains, which promotes the possibility of proper MCMC mixing and
convergence. Before checking the R.hat values, the posterior-prior density plots must be
observed to establish if the MCMC sampling promoted further information on how the
parameters are distributed. All posterior-prior density plots show improvement from the prior
distribution through the incorporation of the data and Bayesian modeling. R.hat values for
Phi_extended can now be observed to quantify the convergence of the interaction model.
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Table 2: R.hat values for each Phi_extended parameter of the interaction model

All gathered R.hat values for Phi_extended, the spatial random-effect parameter,
from the interaction model are lower than 1.01, which is a generally accepted upper threshold to
prove small enough between-sample variance as evidence for convergence.
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4.3 Credible Intervals
Due to the readily converging chains, all three chains of 20,000 posterior samples can be
pooled into a single sample of 60,000, and further results can be drawn from observing these
60,000 samples of the β parameters (beta): β0, β1, and α2 for the non-interaction model and β0,
β1, α2, and δ2 for the interaction model. To remind the reader, β0 is the intercept relating log(OM)
and depth at the not_high inundation level. The parameter β1 is the slope at not_high inundation.
The parameter α2 is added to β0 to represent the intercept at high inundation. The parameter δ2 is
added to β1 to represent the slope at high inundation. A percentile approach is utilized through
the concept of quantiles. The tenth and ninetieth posterior percentiles of the combined posterior
samples are used to form two representative quantile values for the beta parameters, forming
80% credible intervals, i.e., 80% Bayesian confidence intervals. In figures and tables throughout
the document, Beta 1 refers to β0, Beta 2 refers to β1, Beta 3 refers to α2, and Beta 4 refers to δ2.
The credible intervals for both final models are shown below.

Table 3: Credible intervals for each beta parameter of the non-interaction model: Beta 1 refers to β0, Beta 2
refers to β1, and Beta 3 refers to α2
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Table 4: Credible intervals for each beta parameter of the interaction model: Beta 1 refers to β0, Beta 2 refers to
β1, Beta 3 refers to α2, and Beta 4 refers to δ2

Credible intervals can be interpreted to draw a central idea of how a certain beta
parameter modifies the response mean values μij according to the model, similar to confidence
intervals. For instance, the first beta parameter credible interval of either the interaction model
or the non-interaction model is far above a value of zero, showing that β0 is a positive intercept
for the mean of log(OM) at the not-high inundation level.
Continuing with the non-interaction model, the credible interval for the second beta
parameter, β1, is greater than zero, also suggesting a positive effect of depth on mean log(OM) at
the not-high inundation level. The final beta parameter of the non-interaction model, α2, has a
credible interval that is shown to be a small negative value. Thus, α2, when added to β0, produced
a smaller mean log(OM) intercept value at the high inundation level when compared to the
not_high inundation level.
For the interaction model, the second beta parameter, β1 is not distant from zero. The
tenth percentile is negative, while the ninetieth percentile is positive. Inside this credible interval
are mostly positive values but it also contains zero, which opens the possibility of the depth
variable having a positive but weak effect on mean log(OM). Observing the third beta
parameter, α2, the credible interval is similar to the non-interaction model, showcasing small
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negative values. Thus, the same observation holds that when α2 is added to the original β0
intercept parameter at not_high inundation causes a decrease in intercept value at the high
inundation. The final beta parameter, δ2, contains the tenth percent quantile with a negative
value and the ninetieth percentile with a positive value. This parameter is added to β1 to adjust
the slope for depth at the high inundation level. The credible interval for δ2 is mostly positive but
contains zero, and it suggests the possibility for the inundation variable to have weak influence
on the slope for depth, which itself may have weak influence on mean log(OM).

5 Application
5.1 Non-Interaction vs Interaction Model
Notwithstanding, a Bayesian model is generally more realistic if, all else being equal, it
converges at a faster rate and has lower R.hat values. Due to both final models having very
similar R.hat values, the rate of convergence should be solely observed. Both models utilize
the same model-fitting algorithm, so a comparison of convergence rates is useful. A faster
convergence rate reflects a more readily describable underlying data generating mechanism. The
non-interaction model failed to converge under the same MCMC sample size and thinning level
as the interaction model. The non-interaction model required four hundred thousand more
samples and a far larger thinning value to reach convergence. Thus, the interaction model is
deemed more realistic regardless of the fact that the depth variable has become less significant as
a predictor of OM. If two different algorithms were used, this comparison approach would not be
valid.
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5.2 Bubble Plot
Now that the final best model has been selected, a visualization of the posterior median
values for Phi_extended placed over the spatial location of their corresponding sites in the
Chesapeake Bay can be produced. A bubble plot is the type of graph that showcases results of
this nature. Davis designed an initial function plot_leaflet using the R package
leaflet. The function creates a map using an open-source map of the world and the exact
latitude and longitude values of each data point. Circles are produced that have a radius size
component based on a quantitative variable and a color based on a qualitative variable. Both
components are joined together with the created map to form an interactive scaled map of each
data point with its corresponding data values on its spatial location. This function was modified
by me to fit the patterns of data of results from this thesis. The quantitative variable for the circle
size is the posterior medians of Phi_extended for each site from the final interaction model.
The color of the circles is based on the inundation level of the site itself. The latitude and
longitude of each of the twenty-three sites were acquired and used as well. A reference variable
labeled site zero was used to establish what the size of a posterior median of zero looks like due
to a circle size of a number less than zero being impossible to visually display. Each posterior
median was adjusted by adding one hundred and forty to its value to guarantee all positive
values, since every value was greater than -140, and then multiplied by twenty to provide a
radius size that is informative to view. These two modifications to the medians of the posterior
Phi_extended do not change the proportionality between different sites. The bubble plot is
pictured below. A link is included in the appendix of the document that allows the map to be
interacted with as a supplement to the static image.
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Figure 9: Bubble plot of Chesapeake Bay with each of the twenty-three sites mapped according to inundation
level (color), the posterior median of Phi_extended (size) and, site location. A green circle with a zero is set as a
reference for size due to scaling up negative posterior medians. A negative sign next to a circle indicates that the true
value for the posterior median of Phi_extended is negative.
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Table 5: Posterior Medians of Phi_extended for all twenty-three sites used for the bubble plot

According to the size of the bubbles (Table 5), the sites grouped into five clusters: site 1
through site 8; site 9 through site 13; sites 14, 15, 19, and 20; sites 16 through 18; and site 21 and
site 23. The clusters of similar medians of the posterior Phi_extended are near one another
spatially as well. This indicates that spatial nearness is the main reason for the clustering, even
after adjusting for inundation and depth. The bubbles stand as a representation of regression
residuals, thus, the similarities between Phi_extended values are due to reasons unaddressed
by the two predictor variables. The map has clearly indicated that the real reason is spatial
nearness, which suggests that the model’s inclusion of spatial dependence was necessary.
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6 Conclusion
Through the use and rigorous analysis of the pilot data given, the complete spatially
dependent model has been constructed. Blue carbon stock destruction can largely affect the rates
of climate change. Previous studies have observed blue carbon data through the lens of
geographical features for prediction. The first formal spatial model has been designed and
demonstrated in this thesis. The incorporation of the ϕ spatial parameter, opening a new door for
blue carbon modeling potential, being the next big step in making rigorous inferences about blue
carbon. The new method of including the random effects of site location as a spatial parameter is
a biggest improvement on the blue carbon stock modeling this thesis presents. The code for
every part of the model building and fitting process is documented for future use. The spatial
component is opening the ability to find data patterns that have not existed previously for blue
carbon stock modeling. When the new data from the USDA project is made available, the model
can be adapted to the new data set for applicability. The future holds the possibility of additional
parameters being included in conjunction with spatial random effects to further reduce the
uncertainty of blue carbon stocks closer on the basis of prediction.
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Figures
Figure 10
Posteriors (in color) of the μi parameter at all three inundation levels: Low (green), Mid (red), and High (blue) for
the non-spatial model (Grey represents the prior distribution for all three levels)
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Figure 11
Non-interaction Model Trace Plots (Phi_extended are pictured Site 1 to Site 23 respectively)
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Figure 12
Posterior-prior density plots for non-interaction model (Grey represents the prior distribution)
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Figure 13
Interaction Model Trace Plots (Phi_extended are pictured Site 1 to Site 23 respectively)
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Figure 14
Posterior-prior density plots for interaction model
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Appendix
Data sets
VPI data with brackish locations.txt:
soil category, soil type, vegetation type, OM (0-12in),OM (13-26in),OM (26-40in),inundation, salinity, Site ID, Profile, lat, long
Fluvaquents,Melfa loam,BWM,60.7,12.6,4.8,Mid,SW,1,1,37.92686,-75.7013
Fluvaquents,Melfa loam,BNR,156.8,16.1,11.6,High,SW,2,2,37.89133,-75.6396
Fluvaquents,Melfa loam,BNR,90.5,12.2,7.4,High,SW,3,3,37.83356,-75.6691
Hydraquents,Levy loam,BNR,71.9,24.9,5.7,High,SW,4,4,37.77179,-75.7548
Hydraquents,Hobucken loam,BNR,43.9,11.2,9.3,High,SW,5,5,37.73704,-75.7953
Sulfaquents,Axis loam,BNR,219.4,46.3,18.1,High,SW,6,6,37.65186,-75.8745
Hydraquents,Hobucken loam,BNR,94.4,6.1,5.7,High,SW,7,7,37.60064,-75.9067
Fluvaquents,Melfa loam,SCG,93,7.4,7,High,SW,8,8,37.55971,-75.9385
Sulfaquents,Bohicket loam,SCG,181.3,138.6,113.7,High,SW,9,9,36.87158,-76.4798
Hydraquents,Hobucken loam,SMC,113.7,113.7,114.6,Low,SW,10,10,36.91306,-76.4816
Sulfihemists,Pocaty,BWM,424.4,501.6,,Mid,SW,11,11,36.95362,-76.5162
Sulfaquents,Lawnes loam,BWM,128.9,172.2,116.6,Mid,SW,12,12,37.00663,-76.6046
Sulfaquents,Lawnes loam,BCG,21,165.6,93,Low,FW,13,13,37.14732,-76.7138
Sulfaquents,Lawnes loam,APW,111.2,107.4,55.6,High,FW,14,,,
Hydraquents,Levy loam,APW,138.6,100.7,21.7,High,FW,15,,,
Hydraquents,Unknown,FMC,436.8,54.4,160.6,Low,FW,16,,,
Hydraquents,Levy loam,APW,170.8,146.3,120.3,High,FW,17,,,
Sulfaquents,Lawnes loam,FMC,260.5,147.7,148.8,Low,FW,18,,,
Sulfihemists,Rappahannock,FMC,449.9,381.6,198.1,Low,FW,19,,,
Sulfihemists,Rappahannock,FMC,256.4,240.9,176.1,Low,FW,20,,,
Hydraquents,Hobucken loam,BWM,21.8,2.5,1.8,Mid,SW,21,21,37.10982,-76.3258
Hydraquents,Hobucken loam,BWM,66,7,6.1,Mid,SW,22,22,37.20622,-76.4278
Sulfihemists,Rappahannock,BCG,356,278.1,169.7,Mid,SW,23,23,37.44869,-76.7646
Sulfihemists,Eltham,BCG,427.1,398.1,356,Mid,SW,24,24,37.52015,-76.8627
Hydraquents,Levy,BCG,169.7,148.8,112.1,Mid,FW,25,,,
Hydraquents,Levy loam,FMC,236,133.3,216.4,Low,FW,26,,,
Hydraquents,Levy loam,FMC,174.7,152.6,164.5,High,FW,27,,,
Histic Humaquepts,Roper,FMC,375.4,207.3,202,Low,FW,28,,,
Sulfihemists,Eltham,FMC,294.6,284.3,424.4,Low,FW,29,,,
Hydraquents,Hobucken loam,BWM,213.2,21.3,6.8,High,SW,30,30,37.45915,-76.6646
Hydraquents,Hobucken loam,BWM,61.8,8.7,3.5,High,SW,31,31,37.28201,-76.3904
Hydraquents,Hobucken loam,BNR,50.2,12.1,6.2,High,SW,32,32,37.40912,-76.252
Sulfaquents,Axis,BNR,352.6,29.7,10,High,SW,33,33,37.77589,-76.5983
Sulfihemists,Eltham,SMC,492,453.3,269.4,Low,SW,34,34,37.95275,-76.8467
Hydraquents,Levy,FMC,202,262.2,173.6,Low,FW,35,35,37.90171,-76.8279
Hydraquents,Levy loam,FMC,167,187.7,80.3,Low,FW,36,,,
Sulfaquents,Lawnes,BCG,394.7,204.5,229.4,Low,FW,37,,,
Sulfaquents,Lawnes,BCG,304.3,229.8,211,Mid,FW,38,,,
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Inundation_Two_Levels.txt:
Site.ID,long,inundation,Depth.in,OM
1,-75.7013,NotHigh,6,60.7
1,-75.7013,NotHigh,19,12.6
1,-75.7013,NotHigh,33,4.8
2,-75.6396,High,6,156.8
2,-75.6396,High,19,16.1
2,-75.6396,High,33,11.6
3,-75.6691,High,6,90.5
3,-75.6691,High,19,12.2
3,-75.6691,High,33,7.4
4,-75.7548,High,6,71.9
4,-75.7548,High,19,24.9
4,-75.7548,High,33,5.7
5,-75.7953,High,6,43.9
5,-75.7953,High,19,11.2
5,-75.7953,High,33,9.3
6,-75.8745,High,6,219.4
6,-75.8745,High,19,46.3
6,-75.8745,High,33,18.1
7,-75.9067,High,6,94.4
7,-75.9067,High,19,6.1
7,-75.9067,High,33,5.7
8,-75.9385,High,6,93
8,-75.9385,High,19,7.4
8,-75.9385,High,33,7
9,-76.4798,High,6,181.3
9,-76.4798,High,19,138.6
9,-76.4798,High,33,113.7
10,-76.4816,NotHigh,6,113.7
10,-76.4816,NotHigh,19,113.7
10,-76.4816,NotHigh,33,114.6
11,-76.5162,NotHigh,6,424.4
11,-76.5162,NotHigh,19,501.6
12,-76.6046,NotHigh,6,128.9
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12,-76.6046,NotHigh,19,172.2
12,-76.6046,NotHigh,33,116.6
13,-76.7138,NotHigh,6,21
13,-76.7138,NotHigh,19,165.6
13,-76.7138,NotHigh,33,93
21,-76.3258,NotHigh,6,21.8
21,-76.3258,NotHigh,19,2.5
21,-76.3258,NotHigh,33,1.8
22,-76.4278,NotHigh,6,66
22,-76.4278,NotHigh,19,7
22,-76.4278,NotHigh,33,6.1
23,-76.7646,NotHigh,6,356
23,-76.7646,NotHigh,19,278.1
23,-76.7646,NotHigh,33,169.7
24,-76.8627,NotHigh,6,427.1
24,-76.8627,NotHigh,19,398.1
24,-76.8627,NotHigh,33,356
30,-76.6646,High,6,213.2
30,-76.6646,High,19,21.3
30,-76.6646,High,33,6.8
31,-76.3904,High,6,61.8
31,-76.3904,High,19,8.7
31,-76.3904,High,33,3.5
32,-76.252,High,6,50.2
32,-76.252,High,19,12.1
32,-76.252,High,33,6.2
33,-76.5983,High,6,352.6
33,-76.5983,High,19,29.7
33,-76.5983,High,33,10
34,-76.8467,NotHigh,6,492
34,-76.8467,NotHigh,19,453.3
34,-76.8467,NotHigh,33,269.4
35,-76.8279,NotHigh,6,202
35,-76.8279,NotHigh,19,262.2
35,-76.8279,NotHigh,33,173.6
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Bubbles.txt:
Site.ID,Medians,InundationLevel,lat,long
0,0,Reference,37,-75.5
1,-69.81102,NotHigh,37.92686,-75.7013
2,-69.81203,High,37.89133,-75.6396
3,-69.77873,High,37.83356,-75.6691
4,-69.78523,High,37.77179,-75.7548
5,-69.79492,High,37.73704,-75.7953
6,-69.80550,High,37.65186,-75.8745
7,-69.80808,High,37.60064,-75.9067
8,-69.80059,High,37.55971,-75.9385
9,36.84122,High,36.87158,-76.4798
10,36.86512,NotHigh,36.91306,-76.4816
11,36.89093,NotHigh,36.95362,-76.5162
12,36.84903,NotHigh,37.00663,-76.6046
13,36.81356,NotHigh,37.14732,-76.7138
14,-119.77185,NotHigh,37.10982,-76.3258
15,-119.74823,NotHigh,37.20622,-76.4278
16,140.25341,NotHigh,37.44869,-76.7646
17,140.21359,NotHigh,37.52015,-76.8627
18,140.20874,High,37.45915,-76.6646
19,-119.74363,High,37.28201,-76.3904
20,-119.69014,High,37.40912,-76.252
21,60.74922,High,37.77589,-76.5983
22,308.77347,NotHigh,37.95275,-76.8467
23,60.78313,NotHigh,37.90171,-76.8279
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Code
mungeCARdata4stan:
mungeCARdata4stan = function(adjBUGS,numBUGS) {
J = length(numBUGS);
nn = numBUGS;
J_edges = sum(numBUGS) / 2;
node1 = vector(mode="numeric", length=J_edges);
node2 = vector(mode="numeric", length=J_edges);
iAdj = 0;
iEdge = 0;
for (i in 1:J) {
for (j in 1:nn[i]) {
iAdj = iAdj + 1;
if (!is.na(adjBUGS[iAdj]) && i < adjBUGS[iAdj]) {
iEdge = iEdge + 1;
node1[iEdge] = i;
node2[iEdge] = adjBUGS[iAdj];
}
}
}
return
(list("J"=J,"J_edges"=J_edges,"node1"=node1,"node2"=node2));
}
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Inundation_ThreeLevels.R:

Inundation_ThreeLevels <read.table(file="Inundation_ThreeLevels.txt",header=TRUE)
threelevelmod<-lm(OM~inundation,Inundation_ThreeLevels) #model
without depth variable
summary(threelevelmod)
print(log(Inundation_ThreeLevels$OM))
hist(Inundation_ThreeLevels$OM)
plot(threelevelmod)
hist(resid(threelevelmod))
round(coef(threelevelmod),1)
model.matrix(threelevelmod)
library(rstan)
rstan_options(auto_write = TRUE)
options(mc.cores = parallel::detectCores())
set.seed(123)
writeLines(readLines('Inundation3Levels.stan'))
three_level_fit = stan('Inundation3Levels.stan',
data=list(x=model.matrix(threelevelmod),
y=Inundation_ThreeLevels$OM),chains=3, warmup=1000, iter=9000,
save_warmup=TRUE, init=0)
drawspost3<-extract(three_level_fit)
drawspost3

plot(density(drawspost3$mu[,1], adj=2), col="red", xlab="mu",
ylim=c(0,0.04))
lines(density(drawspost3$mu[,4], adj=2), col = "blue")
lines(density(drawspost3$mu[,28], adj=2), col = "green")
curve(dnorm( x, 0, 100 ), add=TRUE, col="gray" )
abline(v=quantile(drawspost3$mu[,1],probs=c(.05,.95)),
col="red")
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abline(v=quantile(drawspost3$mu[,4],probs=c(.05,.95)),
col="blue")
abline(v=quantile(drawspost3$mu[,28],probs=c(.05,.95)),
col="green")
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Inundation3Levels.stan:

data {
matrix[68,4] x;
vector[68] y;
}

parameters {
real<lower=0> tau;
vector[4] beta;
}

transformed parameters {
real<lower=0> sigma = inv(sqrt(tau));
vector [68] mu = x * beta;
}

model {
y ~ normal( mu , sigma);
beta ~ normal(0, 100);
tau ~ gamma(4,4);
}
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Spatial_Inundation_2_Levels.R (non-interaction model):

library(rstan)
rstan_options(auto_write = TRUE)
options(mc.cores = parallel::detectCores())
set.seed(123)
source("mungeCARdata4stan.R")
source("OM_data.R")
writeLines(readLines('Spatial_Inundation_2_Levels.stan'))
Inundation_TwoLevels<- read.csv(file="Inundation_TwoLevels.txt",
header=TRUE)
Inundation_TwoLevels
twolevelmod<-lm(log(OM)~inundation +
Depth.in,Inundation_TwoLevels) #used model
summary(twolevelmod)
plot(twolevelmod)
hist(resid(twolevelmod))
round(coef(twolevelmod),1)
model.matrix(twolevelmod)
k=c(seq(from=1,to=31,by=3),seq(from=33,to=68, b=3))
k
y = Inundation_TwoLevels$OM;
y
x = model.matrix(twolevelmod);
x
nrows = nrow(x);
nbs = mungeCARdata4stan(data$adj, data$num);
nbs
J = nbs$J;
J
node1 = nbs$node1;
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node2 = nbs$node2;
J_edges = nbs$J_edges;
two_level_fit = stan('Spatial_Inundation_2_Levels.stan',
data=list(x=model.matrix(twolevelmod),
y=Inundation_TwoLevels$OM,
nrows = nrow(x),
k=c(seq(from=1,to=31,by=3),seq(from=33,to=68, b=3)),
"J"=J,
"J_edges"=J_edges,
"node1"=node1,
"node2"=node2),
chains=3, warmup=100000,
iter=1000000,thin=45,
save_warmup=FALSE,
init=0,control=list(adapt_delta=.99, max$
jpeg(width=1000, height=500)
drawspost2<-extract(two_level_fit)
drawspost2
save(two_level_fit, file="two_level_fit.RData")
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Spatial_Inundation_2_Levels.stan (non-interaction model):

data {
int<lower=0> J;

//23

int<lower=0> J_edges;
int<lower=1, upper=J> node1[J_edges]; // node1[i] adjacent to
node2[i]
int<lower=1, upper=J> node2[J_edges]; // and node1[i] <
node2[i]
int<lower=0> nrows;
int k[J];

matrix[nrows,3] x; //x is model.matrix and not a vector
vector[nrows] y; //y is not counts
}

parameters {

vector[J] phi;
real<lower=0> tau;

// spatial effects
//inverse variance for iid noise

real<lower=0> tau_phi; // inv var for spatial random effect
vector[3] beta;
}

transformed parameters {
real<lower=0> sigma = inv(sqrt(tau));
real<lower=0> sigma_phi = inv(sqrt(tau_phi));
vector[nrows] mu = x * beta;
vector[nrows] phi_extended;
for(j in 1:10){
phi_extended[k[j]] = phi[j];
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phi_extended[k[j]+1]=phi[j];
phi_extended[k[j]+2]=phi[j];
};
phi_extended[k[11]] = phi[11];
phi_extended[k[11]+1] = phi[11];
for(j in 12:J){
phi_extended[k[j]] = phi[j];
phi_extended[k[j]+1]=phi[j];
phi_extended[k[j]+2]=phi[j];
};

}

model {
y ~ normal( mu + phi_extended*sigma_phi,
// NOTE:

sigma);

no prior on phi_raw, it is used to construct phi

// the following computes the prior on phi on the unit scale
with sd = 1
target += -0.5 * dot_self(phi[node1] - phi[node2]);
// soft sum-to-zero constraint on phi)
sum(phi) ~ normal(0, 0.001 * J);
normal(0,0.001)

beta ~ normal(0, 100);
tau ~ gamma(4,4);
tau_phi ~ gamma(4,4);

}

// equivalent to mean(phi) ~
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OM_data.R:

data = list(N = 23,
adj = c( 2, 3, 4, 5,
1, 3, 4, 5,
1,2,4,5,
1,2,3,5,6,7,
1,2,3,4,6,7,8,
4, 5, 7 ,8,
4,5,6,8,
5,6,7,
10,11,12,
9, 11,12,
9, 10,12,
9, 10,11,13,
12,
15,19,
14,19,
17,18,
16,18,
16,17,
14, 15, 20,
19,
NA,
23,
22),
weights = c( 1, 1,1,1,
1,1,1,1,
1,1,1,1,
1,1,1,1,1,1,
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1,1,1,1,1,1,1,
1, 1,1,1,
1,1,1,1,
1,1,1,
1,1,1,
1, 1,1,
1, 1, 1,
1, 1,1,1,
1,
1,1,
1,1,
1,1,
1,1,
1,1,
1, 1, 1,
1,
1,
1,
1),

num = c(4, 4, 4, 6, 7, 4, 4, 3, 3,
3, 3, 4, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,3,
1, 0, 1, 1)
)
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Non_Interaction_Model.R:

load("C:/Users/aclon/Documents/two_level_fit.RData")
library("rstan")
rstan_options(auto_write = TRUE)
options(mc.cores = parallel::detectCores())

jpeg(filename="Exercise8_45%03d.jpg", width=1000, height=500)

drawspost6<-extract(two_level_fit)
drawspost6
Chain1Beta1 <-drawspost6$beta[1:20000, 1]
Chain2Beta1 <-drawspost6$beta[20001:40000,1]
Chain3Beta1 <-drawspost6$beta[40001:60000, 1]
plot(Chain1Beta1, type="l", main="Beta 1")
lines(Chain2Beta1, col="red")
lines(Chain3Beta1, col="blue")
beta_bind<-cbind(Chain1Beta1,Chain2Beta1, Chain3Beta1)
Rhat(beta_bind)

Chain1Beta2 <-drawspost6$beta[1:20000, 2]
Chain2Beta2 <-drawspost6$beta[20001:40000,2]
Chain3Beta2 <-drawspost6$beta[40001:60000,2]
plot(Chain1Beta2, type="l", main="Beta 2")
lines(Chain2Beta2, col="red")
lines(Chain3Beta2, col="blue")
beta2_bind<-cbind(Chain1Beta2,Chain2Beta2, Chain3Beta2)
Rhat(beta2_bind)

Chain1Beta3 <-drawspost6$beta[1:20000, 3]
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Chain2Beta3 <-drawspost6$beta[20001:40000,3]
Chain3Beta3 <-drawspost6$beta[40001:60000,3]
plot(Chain1Beta3, type="l", main="Beta 3")
lines(Chain2Beta3, col="red")
lines(Chain3Beta3, col="blue")
beta3_bind<-cbind(Chain1Beta3,Chain2Beta3, Chain3Beta3)
Rhat(beta3_bind)

ChainSigma <-drawspost6$sigma
plot(ChainSigma[1:20000], type="l", main="Sigma")
lines(ChainSigma[20001:40000], col="red")
lines(ChainSigma[40001:60000], col="blue")
sigma_bind<-cbind(ChainSigma[1:20000],ChainSigma[20001:40000],
ChainSigma[40001:60000])
Rhat(sigma_bind)

ChainSigma_Phi <- drawspost6$sigma_phi
plot(ChainSigma_Phi[1:20000], type="l", main="Sigma_Phi")
lines(ChainSigma_Phi[20001:40000], col="red")
lines(ChainSigma_Phi[40001:60000], col="blue")
sigma_phi_bind<cbind(ChainSigma_Phi[1:20000],ChainSigma_Phi[20001:40000],
ChainSigma_Phi[40001:60000])
Rhat(sigma_phi_bind)

k=c(seq(from=1,to=31,by=3),seq(from=33,to=68, b=3))
for(i in k){
Chain1Phi_extended <-drawspost6$phi_extended[1:20000, i]
Chain2Phi_extended <-drawspost6$phi_extended[20001:40000,i]
Chain3Phi_extended <-drawspost6$phi_extended[40001:60000, i]
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Phi_extended_bind<cbind(Chain1Phi_extended,Chain2Phi_extended, Chain3Phi_extended)
print(Rhat(Phi_extended_bind))
plot(Chain1Phi_extended, type="l", main="Phi_extended")
lines(Chain2Phi_extended, col="red")
lines(Chain3Phi_extended, col="blue")
}

plot(density(Chain1Beta1,adjust =2), type="l", main="Beta 1")
lines(density(Chain2Beta1,adjust =2), col="red")
lines(density(Chain3Beta1,adjust =2), col="blue")
curve(dnorm(x,0,100), add=TRUE, col="gray")

plot(density(Chain1Beta2,adjust =2), type="l", main="Beta 2")
lines(density(Chain2Beta2,adjust =2), col="red")
lines(density(Chain3Beta2,adjust =2), col="blue")
curve(dnorm(x,0,100), add=TRUE, col="gray")

plot(density(Chain1Beta3,adjust =2), type="l", main="Beta 3")
lines(density(Chain2Beta3,adjust =2), col="red")
lines(density(Chain3Beta3,adjust =2), col="blue")
curve(dnorm(x,0,100), add=TRUE, col="gray")

plot(density(ChainSigma[1:20000],adjust =2), type="l",
main="Sigma")
lines(density(ChainSigma[20001:40000],adjust =2), col="red")
lines(density(ChainSigma[40001:60000],adjust =2), col="blue")
curve(dgamma(x,4,0.25), add=TRUE, col="gray")
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plot(density(ChainSigma_Phi[1:20000],adjust =2), type="l",
main="Sigma Phi")
lines(density(ChainSigma_Phi[20001:40000],adjust =2), col="red")
lines(density(ChainSigma_Phi[40001:60000],adjust =2),
col="blue")
curve(dgamma(x,4,0.25), add=TRUE, col="gray")

dev.off()

apply(drawspost6$beta,2, quantile, prob=c(0.1,.9))
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Interaction Model Stan code:

data {
int<lower=0> J;

//23

int<lower=0> J_edges;
int<lower=1, upper=J> node1[J_edges]; // node1[i] adjacent to
node2[i]
int<lower=1, upper=J> node2[J_edges]; // and node1[i] <
node2[i]
int<lower=0> nrows;
int k[J];

matrix[nrows,4] x; //x is model.matrix and not a vector
vector[nrows] y; //y is not counts
}

parameters {

vector[J] phi;
real<lower=0> tau;

// spatial effects
//inverse variance for iid noise

real<lower=0> tau_phi; // inv var for spatial random effect
vector[4] beta;
}

transformed parameters {
real<lower=0> sigma = inv(sqrt(tau));
real<lower=0> sigma_phi = inv(sqrt(tau_phi));
vector[nrows] mu = x * beta;
vector[nrows] phi_extended;
for(j in 1:10){
phi_extended[k[j]] = phi[j];
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phi_extended[k[j]+1]=phi[j];
phi_extended[k[j]+2]=phi[j];
};
phi_extended[k[11]] = phi[11];
phi_extended[k[11]+1] = phi[11];
for(j in 12:J){
phi_extended[k[j]] = phi[j];
phi_extended[k[j]+1]=phi[j];
phi_extended[k[j]+2]=phi[j];
};

}

model {
y ~ normal( mu + phi_extended*sigma_phi,
// NOTE:

sigma);

no prior on phi_raw, it is used to construct phi

// the following computes the prior on phi on the unit scale
with sd = 1
target += -0.5 * dot_self(phi[node1] - phi[node2]);
// soft sum-to-zero constraint on phi)
sum(phi) ~ normal(0, 0.001 * J);
normal(0,0.001)

beta ~ normal(0, 100);
tau ~ gamma(4,4);
tau_phi ~ gamma(4,4);

}

// equivalent to mean(phi) ~
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Interaction_model.R:

library(rstan)
rstan_options(auto_write = TRUE)
options(mc.cores = parallel::detectCores())
set.seed(123)
source("mungeCARdata4stan.R")
source("OM_data.R")
writeLines(readLines('exercise9.stan'))
Inundation_TwoLevels<- read.csv(file="Inundation_TwoLevels.txt",
header=TRUE)
Inundation_TwoLevels
twolevelmod<-lm(OM~inundation * Depth.in,Inundation_TwoLevels)
summary(twolevelmod)
round(coef(twolevelmod),1)
model.matrix(twolevelmod)
k=c(seq(from=1,to=31,by=3),seq(from=33,to=68, b=3))
k
y = Inundation_TwoLevels$OM;
y
x = model.matrix(twolevelmod);
x
nrows = nrow(x);
nbs = mungeCARdata4stan(data$adj, data$num);
nbs
J = nbs$J;
J
node1 = nbs$node1;
node2 = nbs$node2;
J_edges = nbs$J_edges;
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exercise9_fit = stan('exercise9.stan',
data=list(x=model.matrix(twolevelmod),
y=Inundation_TwoLevels$OM,
nrows = nrow(x),
k=c(seq(from=1,to=31,by=3),seq(from=33,to=68, b=3)),
"J"=J,
"J_edges"=J_edges,
"node1"=node1,
"node2"=node2),
chains=3, warmup=300000,
iter=600000,thin=15,
save_warmup=FALSE,
init=0,control=list(adapt_delta=.99, max_t$
save(exercise9_fit, file="exercise9_fit.RData")
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Interaction_model_plots.R:

load("C:/Users/aclon/Documents/exercise9_fit.RData")
library("rstan")
rstan_options(auto_write = TRUE)
options(mc.cores = parallel::detectCores())
jpeg(filename="Exercise9_15%03d.jpg", width=1000, height=500)
drawspost7<-extract(exercise9_fit)

Chain1Beta1 <-drawspost7$beta[1:20000, 1]
Chain2Beta1 <-drawspost7$beta[20001:40000,1]
Chain3Beta1 <-drawspost7$beta[40001:60000, 1]
plot(Chain1Beta1, type="l", main="Beta 1")
lines(Chain2Beta1, col="red")
lines(Chain3Beta1, col="blue")
beta1_bind<-cbind(Chain1Beta1,Chain2Beta1, Chain3Beta1)
Rhat(beta1_bind)

Chain1Beta2 <-drawspost7$beta[1:20000, 2]
Chain2Beta2 <-drawspost7$beta[20001:40000,2]
Chain3Beta2 <-drawspost7$beta[40001:60000,2]
plot(Chain1Beta2, type="l", main="Beta 2")
lines(Chain2Beta2, col="red")
lines(Chain3Beta2, col="blue")
beta2_bind<-cbind(Chain1Beta2,Chain2Beta2, Chain3Beta2)
Rhat(beta2_bind)

Chain1Beta3 <-drawspost7$beta[1:20000, 3]
Chain2Beta3 <-drawspost7$beta[20001:40000,3]
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Chain3Beta3 <-drawspost7$beta[40001:60000,3]
plot(Chain1Beta3, type="l", main="Beta 3")
lines(Chain2Beta3, col="red")
lines(Chain3Beta3, col="blue")
beta3_bind<-cbind(Chain1Beta3,Chain2Beta3, Chain3Beta3)
Rhat(beta3_bind)

Chain1Beta4 <-drawspost7$beta[1:20000, 4]
Chain2Beta4 <-drawspost7$beta[20001:40000,4]
Chain3Beta4 <-drawspost7$beta[40001:60000,4]
plot(Chain1Beta4, type="l", main="Beta 4")
lines(Chain2Beta4, col="red")
lines(Chain3Beta4, col="blue")
beta4_bind<-cbind(Chain1Beta4,Chain2Beta4, Chain3Beta4)
Rhat(beta4_bind)

ChainSigma <-drawspost7$sigma
plot(ChainSigma[1:20000], type="l", main="Sigma")
lines(ChainSigma[20001:40000], col="red")
lines(ChainSigma[40001:60000], col="blue")
sigma_bind<-cbind(ChainSigma[1:20000],ChainSigma[20001:40000],
ChainSigma[40001:60000])
Rhat(sigma_bind)

ChainSigma_Phi <- drawspost7$sigma_phi
plot(ChainSigma_Phi[1:20000], type="l", main="Sigma_Phi")
lines(ChainSigma_Phi[20001:40000], col="red")
lines(ChainSigma_Phi[40001:60000], col="blue")
sigma_phi_bind<cbind(ChainSigma_Phi[1:20000],ChainSigma_Phi[20001:40000],
ChainSigma_Phi[40001:60000])
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Rhat(sigma_phi_bind)

k=c(seq(from=1,to=31,by=3),seq(from=33,to=68, b=3))
for(i in k){
Chain1Phi_extended <-drawspost7$phi_extended[1:20000, i]
Chain2Phi_extended <-drawspost7$phi_extended[20001:40000,i]
Chain3Phi_extended <-drawspost7$phi_extended[40001:60000, i]
Phi_extended_bind<cbind(Chain1Phi_extended,Chain2Phi_extended, Chain3Phi_extended)
print(Rhat(Phi_extended_bind))
plot(Chain1Phi_extended, type="l", main="Phi_extended")
lines(Chain2Phi_extended, col="red")
lines(Chain3Phi_extended, col="blue")
}

plot(density(Chain1Beta1,adjust =2), type="l", main="Beta 1")
lines(density(Chain2Beta1,adjust =2), col="red")
lines(density(Chain3Beta1,adjust =2), col="blue")
curve(dnorm(x,0,100), add=TRUE, col="gray")

plot(density(Chain1Beta2,adjust =2), type="l", main="Beta 2")
lines(density(Chain2Beta2,adjust =2), col="red")
lines(density(Chain3Beta2,adjust=2), col="blue")
curve(dnorm(x,0,100), add=TRUE, col="gray")

plot(density(Chain1Beta3, adjust=2), type="l", main="Beta 3")
lines(density(Chain2Beta3,adjust=2), col="red")
lines(density(Chain3Beta3,adjust=2), col="blue")
curve(dnorm(x,0,100), add=TRUE, col="gray")
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plot(density(Chain1Beta4,adjust =2), type="l", main="Beta 4")
lines(density(Chain2Beta4,adjust =2), col="red")
lines(density(Chain3Beta4,adjust =2), col="blue")
curve(dnorm(x,0,100), add=TRUE, col="gray")

plot(density(ChainSigma[1:20000],adjust =2), type="l",
main="Sigma")
lines(density(ChainSigma[20001:40000],adjust =2), col="red")
lines(density(ChainSigma[40001:60000],adjust =2), col="blue")
curve(dgamma(x,4,0.25), add=TRUE, col="gray")

plot(density(ChainSigma_Phi[1:20000],adjust =2), type="l",
main="Sigma Phi")
lines(density(ChainSigma_Phi[20001:40000],adjust =2), col="red")
lines(density(ChainSigma_Phi[40001:60000],adjust =2),
col="blue")
curve(dgamma(x,4,0.25), add=TRUE, col="gray")

dev.off()
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bubbles.R:

install.packages("leaflet")
library(leaflet)
color_param <- colorFactor(palette = 'Set1', domain =
bubbles$InundationLevel) ## param is the qualitative var

leaflet(data = bubbles)%>%addTiles()
addLabelOnlyMarkers(map,lng = bubbles$long,lat =
bubbles$lat,label =bubbles$Site.ID*sign(bubbles$Medians),
labelOptions = labelOptions(noHide = T,
direction = 'center', textOnly = T))%>%
addCircles(map,lng = bubbles$long, lat = bubbles$lat,
radius = ((bubbles$Medians+140)*20),color =
~color_param(bubbles$InundationLevel))%>%
addLegend("bottomright", pal = color_param, values =
bubbles$InundationLevel, opacity = 1,
title = colnames(bubbles$InundationLevel))
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Bubble plot
The link to the interactive bubble plot is given below:
https://www.vims.edu/research/units/labgroups/estdats/research/longo-honors2022-posteriormedian-spatial-random-effects.html
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